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Treatment of right heart failure on pulmonary arterial

hypertension: is going left a step in the right direction?
R. Naeije

U
ntil in the early 1990s, pulmonary arterial hypertension
(PAH) was consistently fatal, with a median life
expectancy of ,2.5 yrs. Uncontrolled studies showed

that a small proportion of patients responded to high-dose
calcium channel blockers and retrospective studies supported
the use of anticoagulants, with heart-lung or lung transplanta-
tion remaining the only option. Since then, there has been
remarkable progress with the introduction of targeted therapies
based on the administration of prostacyclins, endothelin receptor
antagonists and phosphodiesterase-5 inhibitors. However, the
disease has remained incurable and median survival is still
limited to ,5–6 yrs, with insufficient functional improvement in
many of the survivors [1]. Thus, there is room for innovative
thinking. This is precisely what HANDOKO et al. [2] have done in
the current issue of the European Respiratory Review. Taking a
refreshing physiological point of view, the authors acknowledge
that advanced stage P(A)H symptomatology and prognosis is
essentially determined by the state of the right ventricle, and
that, contrary to prevailing belief, currently prescribed targeted
therapies do not act on the right ventricle. As a result, HANDOKO

et al. [2] have come forward with proposals derived from the
treatment of left heart failure, including cautious but decisive use
of b-blocker therapies and, in selected cases, resynchronisation
therapy.

50 years ago, WOOD [3] proposed the ‘‘vasoconstrictive factor’’
as the primum movens of severe pulmonary hypertension. The
idea was inspired by observations of transient decrease in
pulmonary vascular resistance following injection of acetylcho-
line [3] or tolazaline [4] directly into the pulmonary artery, and
reversal of the disease after surgical correction of left-to-right
cardiac shunts when lung biopsies showed only pulmonary
arteriolar medial hypertrophy [5]. HEATH et al. [5] and
WAGENVOORT [6] subsequently proposed morphological cri-
teria of vasoconstriction as a cause of further remodelling of
the entire pulmonary vascular wall and eventual plexiform,
and coined the term ‘‘plexogenic pulmonary vasculopathy’’.
Decades of research have failed to identify the vasoconstrictive
factor proposed by WOOD [3], but paved the way for the
understanding of multi-signalling endothelial control of
pulmonary vascular tone and structure, which achieved proof

of concept from the success of targeted therapies [7]. There is
no arguing that all these drugs are pulmonary vasodilators.
However, because of clinical improvement with little change in
pulmonary artery pressure, there has been suggestion of
supplemental modes of action including anti-vasoproliferative
effects and improved right ventricular function [8].

HANDOKO et al. [2] present an elegant haemodynamic analysis
showing inverse directional changes of stroke volume and
pulmonary artery pressure in randomised controlled trials of
targeted therapies in PAH, leaving little space for direct inotropic
effects. As for the reversal of vasoproliferation, this is of course
difficult to demonstrate in patients. The concept of PAH as a
vasoproliferative rather than a vasoconstrictive disease [9] has
initiated basic research on a variety of molecular pathways
shown to be activated in advanced forms of the disease [10].
However, this has not yet delivered bedside translation, except
for a few isolated, and so far unreproduced, success stories [11].
WOOD [3] may still be right that effective pulmonary hyperten-
sion therapies have to be pulmonary vasodilating, as may HEATH

et al. [5] and WAGENVOORT [6] that reversibility is a matter of early
intervention.

So, what are the prospects for patients with advanced PAH?
Lung function does not seem to be an issue. There is little or no
perturbation in lung function tests in these patients.
Furthermore, studies using the sophisticated multiple inert
gas elimination technique have shown that their distributions
of ventilation–perfusion (V/Q) relationships are close to
normal, at rest [12, 13] as well as during exercise [14]. The
mean V/Q is shifted to higher V/Q, which decreases the
efficiency of gas exchange and increased physiological dead
space, but the resulting arterial partial pressure of oxygen (PO2)
often remains normal or low to normal [12–14]. Hypoxaemia is
explained by a low mixed venous PO2, a result of a low cardiac
output [12–14]. In some patients, hypoxaemia is caused by
right to left shunting through a patent foramen ovale [13]. In
spite of vascular obliteration, dead space remains normal or
near-normal, and increased physiological dead space only
partly accounts for a resting and exercise hyperventilation that
does not limit exercise capacity [14–16].

Symptoms of PAH are typically triggered by physical activity.
Could it be the skeletal muscles? The maximal capacity of an
individual to perform aerobic work is defined by the maximal
oxygen uptake (V9O2,max). Oxygen uptake is equal to the
product of maximum cardiac output by the arteriovenous
oxygen-content difference. Because of the sigmoid shape of the
oxyhaemoglobin dissociation curve, with high affinities for
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oxygen at high and low saturations, there is an inferior limit of
mixed venous O2 content attained at the highest level of
exercise. However, V9O2,max is achieved on a bicycle with
approximately half of the body’s muscles, and there is no data
to suggest skeletal muscle (or O2 extraction) limitation to
exercise capacity in (right) heart failure. It is, therefore, a
reasonable assumption that aerobic exercise capacity in PAH,
as in heart failure, is essentially cardiac output limited [17].
There has been suggestion of decreased maximal systemic O2

extraction at exercise in PAH patients compared to patients
with left heart failure [18]. However, this result could be
explained [19] by slight nonlinearity of the relationship
between cardiac output and O2 extraction, and higher cardiac
outputs achieved by PAH patients in that study [18].

Thus, it has to be the heart. However, the measurements of
pulmonary vascular pressures and flows during a standard
right heart catheterisation do not provide an adequate evalua-
tion of ventricular pump function [20]. HANDOKO et al. [2]
correctly reason that the adaptation of right ventricular function
to after load is, in essence, systolic, or homeometric, with
secondary heterometric changes occurring in cases of excess of
peripheral demand for increased flow. A right heart that is
adequately adapted to increased pulmonary artery pressures
remains normal in size, with an increased contractility matching
pulmonary arterial elastance, at least at rest [21]. Systolic
function is defined by end-systolic elastance, which can be
measured, together with arterial elastance, at the bedside from
single beat analysis of right ventricular pressure curves and
pulmonary blood flow integration [22]. HANDOKO et al. [2]
believe in the graphical analysis of right ventricular pump
function, which plots mean right ventricular pressure as a
function of stroke volume, as was initially proposed by ELZINGA

and WESTERHOF [23]. Indeed this looks easier, but it still
requires the calculation of a maximal right ventricular pressure
at a stroke volume equal to zero, relies on a curve synthesised
from only two data points and is preload-dependent. How-
ever, thinking in terms of pump function has allowed HANDOKO

et al. [2] to unravel the mode of action, cardiac versus pulmonary
vascular, of pulmonary circulation-targeted therapies. Indeed,
available measurements are not suggestive of either positive or
negative inotropic effects.

If one accepts the notion of PAH as a (right) heart failure
syndrome, it makes a lot of sense to take a look at the left. The
treatment of left heart failure includes a series of interventions
of established efficacy aimed at the control of excessive
neurohumoral activation, asynchrony of ventricular contrac-
tion and arrythmia. So, how about the right? Severe pulmonary
hypertension has been shown to delay right ventricular
contraction, with associated impairment of systolic function
and negative diastolic interaction with the left ventricle [24].
Right ventricular asynchronic contraction may be identified by
tissue Doppler imaging as a post-systolic shortening [25].
HANDOKO et al. [26] have already provided evidence that
resynchronisation of the right ventricle improves exercise
capacity and survival in rats with monocrotaline-induced
pulmonary hypertension. This path is now open for clinical
investigation.

As for neurohumoral activation in right heart failure, nobody
would get upset about the suggestion by HANDOKO et al. [2] of

adding angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors or angioten-
sin II antagonists to the therapeutic armamentarium of PAH.
These drugs are usually well tolerated in heart failure, and
there is experimental evidence of efficacy of angiotensin II
antagonists in experimental over circulation-induced PAH
[27]. More controversial are b-blockers. The negative inotropic
effects of these drugs carry the risk of right ventriculo-arterial
uncoupling, as shown acutely in experimental animals [22].
There is clinical experience of exacerbation of dyspnoea and
fatigue in patients with PAH accidentally exposed to b-
blockers. Withdrawal of these drugs in patients with porto-
pulmonary hypertension has been shown to improve exercise
capacity and functional state [28]. b-blockers are administered
in these patients for the prevention of bleeding from
oesophageal varices. However, in light of the overwhelming
evidence of sympathetic nervous system over-activation in
PAH, HANDOKO et al. [2] intend to try it anyway; cautiously and
at low doses, which are, after all, how b-blockers are prescribed
to patients with left heart failure. They will probably consider
first providing more experimental animal evidence that it
works, and are very clear that b-blockers, like any new treatment
for PAH, are to be tried only in strictly controlled randomised
trials. Further considerations by HANDOKO et al. [2] about the
prevention of arrythmia and sudden death may seem less
convincing, as both are felt to be relatively uncommon in PAH.
Again, more research is needed here.

The PAH community has devoted considerable efforts in
recent years through consensus conferences and guidelines.
This has produced very useful, detailed codification of every-
thing currently available to improve the lives of the patients
afflicted with this dire disease. However, more progress is
needed, and this can only be achieved by input of renewed
perspectives, like those proposed by HANDOKO et al. [2]. As the
French proverb states, ‘‘Du choc des idées jaillit la lumière’’.
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